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Preface 

Licensing agreements  for  the  domestic  manufacture of  modern en- 

gineering products  in industrially developing countries  are  gaming 

in significance    For the licensor    they  concilini^  ¡-  middle  road between 

investment  and exporting,   since  they are  1*RP  risky than  owning and 

managing factories abroad,   but  th«y  involve more  commit mont  than mere 

exporting    For the licensee,   however,   there  is  usually  less  choice;  the 

growing indebtedness  of many  developing countries  makes   .nere   importing 

less  and   less  feasible.,   and the  numerous  technical   and   economic  benefits 

to be obtained from orderly  acquisition of knovr-how  through  licensing 

agreements  clearly outw-igh other alternatives,   especially   independent 

deplov:.icnt     by copying foreign   products     The  growing sophistication of 

many  engineering products  -  especially  of new  material   and   manufacturing 

methods   - makes unaided copying increasingly   different.    Moreover,   the 

glowing technology gap calls   for a  leap-frogging of earlier  stages,   and 

usually  this  can only be achieved with the  support  of  experienced licen- 

sors, 

If,   in the past,   licensing agreements   hav* not  always   led  to  the 

des  red results,  this has been due  mainly to  a lack of knowledge on 

either  side,   with regard to their design, and  handling    Moat   li censées 

in developing countries - and also  many licensors  in advanced  countries - 

have little practical  experience  in this  respect    Various  manuals for 

licensing agreements have been published by manufad irers'   associations 

in industrially advanced countries,   mainly  to  protect  the non-patentable 

know-how of their members  against  undue  exploitation    Legal   expertise 

frequently plays a predominant   role   in these publications,   whereas  en- 

gineering and financial  considerations are given less  attention    The 

author  is not  aware of publications  having been issued with the primary 

aim to  protect the less  experienced licensee  in developing countries, 

Further,   it would seem desirable to give  more  emphasis  to  the productive 

engineering and financial  aspects  of licensing agreements,   instead of 

accentuating legal considerations,   which are  often merely  restrictive. 

The  intention in the present  paper  is  to reduce this  lacuna,  by 

Stressing the main features  of design and manufacturing know-how,  and 

by indicating ways and means  of transferring the same  in a systematical 

manner at minimum expense to both partners.   The first  part  provides an 
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analysis of technological know-how and brings out the significant ele- 

ments by way of a model specification, in order to facilitate the licen- 

sor's tank of compiling essential know-how and its comprehensive trans- 

fer to the licensee. A schedule for th« systematic cross-checking of 

licensing documents concludes this chapter* 

The remuneration of foreign know-how is subsequently analysed, with 

a view to explaining various methods of compensation. It would be more 

difficult to establish standard rules for this purpose, because licen- 

sing agreements for new ventures as well as for expanding undertakings 

in developing countries involve numerous major business decisions. Cir- 

cumstances may differ widely from case to case; varying substantially 

in respect to products and markets as well as to taxes and incentives, 

they create different preconditions for prospects and risks, Hence the 

frequent wish of less experienced licensees in developing countries, to 

cover the commercial and financial aspects by way of standard agreements, 

cannot easily be fulfilled The purpose of the present paper is not so 

much to enlarge on preconceived standard rules in this respect but, 

rather, to indicate the principles to be observed when envisaging a 

licence agreement and to warn against possible pitfalls. 

The observations and suggestions made by the author in the present 

paper do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the 

part of UNIDO, nor do they necessarily reflect the views of the United 

Nat i ons 

l) Iytt roduc t i on _ 

1„1 Complexity of licensing agreements 

An international licensing agreement for the sale and purchase of 

technical know-how constitutes a complexity of legal, commercial, 

financial and, last but not least, technical considerations, Usually 

several experts are required to draft, negotiate and conclude such an 

agreement, Engineers are needed to specify the technical requirements; 

while they are occasionally familiar also with the commercial problems 

involved, they more often than not know little about the financial and 

legal implications Commercial experts are required to project future 

sales of the products to be manufactured under the agreement and to 

stake out potential markets for them. Accountants will be aware of the 
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financial consequences arising from the agreement,  but their capability 

to formulate or evaluate any technical issues is often very limited. 

Finally a legal expert must cast the various considerations  into a ne - 

gotiable draft,   and he may require the services  of a translator to 

formulate the finer points  in a foreign  language,   In due  course the 

chief executive officers,   who have  to bear the responsibility for the 

whole venture,  will add or delete certain points or modify the drafts 

according to their own experience and  judgement 

Many new undertakings in industrially developing countries,  as well 

as  some  existing companies of medium size,   will not  have these various 

experts at their disposal;  they may have to decide on the major impli- 

cations  of a licensing agreement without  the aid of  specialized ad- 

visors.   Hardly any literature exists which  offers  guidance to the less 

experienced licensee on critical questions and elucidates the problems 

from his angle,   As a result,  many of the international  agreements lack 

balance,  because the licensors in developed countries usually have 

more experience and expert assistance, 

1., 2 The three components of know-how 

The technical and scientific know-how embodied in sophisticated 

engineering products,   resulting from research,  development,   industrial 

experience and innovations,  comprises in principle three major components. 

The manifest part  is the exterior design with its visible features and 

functions;   in short,  the desißn toi^how.   But more important for domestic 

production in industrially developing countries  is the m^ufa^^ring 

know-how entailed in the actual production processes of the foreign 

"manufacture    Equally valuable may be the or^n^atiomJL.advice which 

the licensor sometimes supplies along with the design and manufacturing 

know-how 

Design know-how for engineering products can usually be transferred 

withouTrmclTdifficulties in the form of drawings and material specifi- 

cations,  But the transfer of their manufacturing know-how involves 

numerous problems,  because only part of it can be economically and 

intelligently conveyed by way of documents.  Detailed operation layouts, 

indicating in the correct sequence of individual operations to be per- 

formed the machines, manufacturing aids and measuring instruments, are 
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the principal means for transferring manufacturing know-how. Moreover, 

specific procedures for material treatment - particularly the heat 

treatment of critical steel components - and most assembly operations 

can be described to a large extent in drawings, graphs and instruct inns. 

However, a substantial part of the inanufacturing know-how cannot be 

described this way in an economical manner; it is preferably passed on 

through oral instructions and practical demonstrations, by selected ex- 

perts, assigned by the licensor to the new factory to train their less 

experienced counterparts in the skills of a specific process or trade 

An equally informative method is to train and educate suitably selected 

personnel delegated by the licensee to foreign factories, preferably in 

the actual manufacturing processes at the licensor's works„ 

This non-describable part of manufacturing know-how - which also 

will have been developed by the licensor over the years, sometimes 

through systematic research and development but more often by trial 

and error on the shop floor - forms an essential element of the entire 

production prooess and must necessarily be passed on to the licensee, 

if the economic manufacture of a foreign product is to be successfully 

established in a new factory of a developing country., 

The third component of know-how usually transferred under a 

licensing agreement» is the or^ganizational adyjioe rendered by the licen- 

sor, Numerous advisory services are frequently offered by the lioeneor 

ranging from suitable layouts for a new factory and the salient features 

of an adequate internal organization to assistance in marketing the 

products; they may even include the use of the licensors trade name 

for easier acceptance of the products in the new domestic market. The 

•teohnology gap' which it is intended to lessen by acquiring foreign 

know-how is in many respects a 'management gap*; better utilization of 

existing equipment and resources in employing modern management methods 

oan considerably increase productivity and quality in the licensee»a 

faotory, without the addition of technological know-how. Thus, the 

value of the organizational advioe is frequently equal to, if not 

higher than, the design and manufacturing know-how itself. The com- 

pounding benefits arising from an agreement which covers both aspeóte 

will probably constitute a manifold inorease in the value of the total 

know-how, and not merely another asset. 
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2) ^ji^A^^sp.^s.^j^'^py1- 

2 1 Problems of laiow-how j^CiJi-J^iP• 

The  effect  of many a licensing agreement has been impaired by in- 

adequate specification of know-how    especially of manufacturing know- 

how    This was due to a lack mt so much of goodwill or effort but 

usually of experience on the  part  of the  licensee and sometimes  also 

of the licensor.   Those embarking on new ventures  in developing countries 

often do not know how to specify their requirements in advance,   and 

established manufacturers abroad are not always aware of the future needs 

of their less experienced partners.   Production at the licensor's  factories 

has become more or less a routine,  with ro problem any longer arising; 

whereas for the new manufacturer even minor details may prove problematic 

and,   if not provided for in the licensing documents,  may give rise to 

delays and deficiencies 

There is of course a limit to the practicable degree of detail in 

licensing documents,   On average,   about 60 - 70 percent of the total 

manufacturing know-how required by a less experienced licensee in a 

developing country,  for machine tools,  or air compressors,   or electric 

equipment  can be described in the form of drawings,  operation layouts, 

instructions,   graphs and procedures    However,   these documents have to 

be established by the licensor in a systematic manner so as to comprise 

most of the available data and to avoid omission of elements that may 

be essential to the licensee 

Frequently the documents required for the transfer of know-how are 

not readily available to the licensor and will have to be especially 

established.  Here, also,  the required know-how should be specified in 

such a manner,  that the compilation of data will be not only economical 

for the licensor, but also of optimum value for the licensee. 

It  is not possible to establish one general specification appli- 

cable to all engineering products. However,  the model specification 

given below,  more or less tailored forjhejlqensed manufacture of 

machine toola and allied machinery, comprises many principles which 

are valid also for other engineering products 
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2' 2 Specification of desijgi toiow-how 

The principal design know-how of a machine is normally passed on 

by way of engineering drawing,  which in various  external and sectional 

projections  illustrate all the shapes and dimensions of the machine and 

its componente,   A comprehensive specification of this part of the know- 

how might read as follows: 

(1) One complete set of up-to-date,   correct and legibly repro- 

ducible manufacturing drawings of all components made by th 

licensor or subcontracted to his design,   complete lists oí 

parts  of all subassemblies,   in both metric measurement and 

English wording,   together with one set of whitn prints there- 

of,   for the machine and all standard and special equipment 

pertaining thereto,  All drawings to be on ISO standard forms, 

A-4  size or larger,  with title blocks providing for alteration 

service,   list of parts and raw material dimensions. 

(2) One complete set of up-to-date,   correct and legibly repro- 

ducible factory standard sheets,  as well as one printed set 

of all  other engineering standards relevant to the manu- 

facture of the machine,   its standard and special equipment 

and the manufacturing aids mentioned under specification (5) 
below 

Correctness of drawings 

This specification entails a number of significant details which 

are essential for the orderly transfer of know-how.   The master drawings 

available with the design offioe of the licensor may not be up-to-date 

and entirely correct; the workshop may have rectified mistakes and 

amended details, without having reported snoh alterations to the de- 

sign offioe.   Such changes, however,  are extremely important for the 

lioensee,  if he is to avoid the same mistakes and the trouble of 

finding more practicable solutions whioh the licensor's experienced 

workshops will have already provided.  The wording "oorrect" and "up- 

to-date", therefore, will prompt the lioensor to amend his master 

drawings aooordingly; he would doubtless be in fault if,  for example 

wrong components were manufaotured by the licensee's workshops owing     ' 

to inoorreot or obsolete drawings supplied by him. 

ama 
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Reproducibility of drawings 

The other qualification specified for the drawings,   i.e    "legibly 

reproducible",   would appear to be an obvious technicality.  However, 

shortcomings  in this respect have been a frequent  cause for initial 

dissatisfaction and even for subs, luent   legal disput  s between the 

parties.   Reproducible,   i.e.  transparent prints are commonly made by 

duplicating the  licensor's master drawings;  as a rule,   these prints 

are already less  legible than the originals    The subsequent repro- 

duction of prints  from transparent   »inter-originals»   by the licensee 

for his own planning and production purposes is  even less legible;   and 

consequently the  small figures and symbols relating to dimensions or 

tolerances are often barely decipherable    The errors likely to arise 

from this deficiency have sometimes  proved to be very costly.   If,   for 

example,   intricate components are made to wrongly read dimensions,   or 

misinterpreted tolerances result  in imperfect  fits and  limits.,  then, 

naturally,   the question will arise: Who pays for the damage? Rightly 

or wrongly,   the  Ixcensor will refute any responsibility,  and unpleasant 

arguments will  ensue, poisoning an agreement which began in an atmoe- 

phere of goodwill.   Therefore,  the  licensee would be prudent to meist 

not only on supply of legibly reproducible drawings,  but also on one 

complete set  of white prints made from the licensor's master drawings, 

to be filed solely for reference purposes.  Under no circumstances should 

these reference prints be used for planning purposes or issued to the 

workshop for actual production. 

Size and shape of drawings. 

The size and shape of drawings to be supplied under international 

agreements should be in accordance with standardized ISO mea.urs.-nt., 

the minimum size to be M (297 x 210 mm)    Smaller or irregular shapes, 

as well as the occasional habit of combining drawings of various part. 

on one larger sheet, often impede the transfer of know-how.  Also th. 

orderly registration and filing of master drawings and print, i.»de- 

feated,   if paper-saving formats are used   The title-blocks providing 

for a systematic alteration cervice,  a list of parts and for raw •*- 

terial dimensions are e*.ential for production-planning purpose. «A, 

therefore, must be specified and supplied. 
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Standard parts 

These manufacturing drawings alone would not suffice to specify 

all the components of a machine,  many of which are standard or purchased 

parts not made by the licensor from his own drawings„   A full enumeration 

of the required components  is,   therefore,  usually provided only in the 

lists of parts.   These lists  must comprise all components,  including 

standard and purchased parts required for all complete subassemblies 

of the machine.   The standard parts indicated therein must be farther 

defined in detail,  by supplying either reproducible factory standard 

sheets or prints of ISO or national standards of the licensor,  as speci- 
fied under (2),   above. 

Purchased parts 

Regarding non-standardized components purohased by the licensor 

from specialized manufacturers  in his country - e.g.   special pumps or 

eleotric  instruments - detailed specification is feasible only in so 

far as  the makers give this   information in their catalogues and leaf- 
lets,-'  He should,  therefore,   provide: 

(3)  One complete set of up-to-date catalogues,   leaflets,  printed 

price lists and discount schedules of all non-standardized 

components purchased by the licensor,  pertaining to the ma- 

chine and its standard and special equipment. 

Thus the licensee may purchase the components directly from the 
makers,   if he so prefers. 

Translation of documents 

The proposed specifications in regard to the language as well aa 

to the system of measurements to be applied in the licensing documents 

are,  naturally,   only examples;  they must be adapted to the actual con- 

ditions prevailing in the countries or factories of the licensor and 

the licensee.   In spite of all the care taken by the licensors trans- 

lators, there is always the danger that the translation into another 

language might give rise to inaoouracies as well as outright errors. 

Minor discrepancies in the terminology and nomenclature of different 

languages make misinterpretations unavoidable; moreover, human errors 

~   ÎLth! licen8oe wishes to take up domestic manufacture of <*i„», „«^ 
ponente, separate Heeding agreements will h*v« +-^ï Yc5 5°°" the respective suppliers        a«roeœen^8 will have to be concluded with 
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can easily occur and also,  a good translation is costly.,  Therefore,  if 

translations can be avoided,  it will be better for both parties -    If 

not,   copies of all principal documents in the original language should 

also be passed on to the licensee,  for ready reference in case of doubt. 

Further,  translations of all verbe^  notes on drawing-,   should be added 

to the original text  on the drawings,  space permitting. 

Systems of measurement 

In regard to the system of measurements to be applied,   considerable 

difficulties will arise if the original system differs from that desired 

by the licensee.   Intelligent conversion into the metric system of a de- 

sign based on the foot-pound system and vice versa is feasible,  but it 

involves numerous problems which cannot be discussed in detail in this 

paper,-2-/ If goes without saying that the system to be applied in the 

lioensing documents, must be specified in the agreement 

2.3^   Specification of manufaçtx^in^Jçnow^w 

The specification of manufacturing know-how is comparatively more 

complicated and,  as already indicated earlier,  cannot economically cover 

every detail    Nevertheless,  the following specification is considered 

to be fairly comprehensive, 

(4) Two complete sets of up-to-date layouts of all operations per- 

formed by the licensor in his works during the manufacture and 

assembly of all component parts of the machine, their standard 

and special equipment, containing all operation times, details 

and know-how for the economic production of these componente. 

If This observation is particularly important in the event of *n inter- 
mediate language.   If,  for example,  know-how were being transferred 
?romTermor Japan, with English specified aa the xntermediate 
l^guageTthe dual-translation would almost inevxtably create nae- 
understandings and mistakes. 

£/ The most comprehensive literature on this subject may be oMai***• 
the Indian Standards Institution, New Delhi, India h^eoently changed 
famine original foot-pound system to the ^\w£*°*J?„^ 
course of this change many conversions became necessary and were made 
along the lines of this documentation. 
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CS) One complete set of up-to-date,   correct and legibly reproducible 

drawings of all manufacturing aids - e g„   jigs,   fixtures, dies 

moulds,   special tools and special gauges - used by the licensor 

for the manufacture,   asrembly    inspection and testing of all 

components parts of the machine and its stariard and special 
equipment 

(6) One complete set of up-to-date,,   correct and legibly reproducible 

assembly drawings,   together with one set of white prints thereof, 

two sets of assembly instructions for the machine,   its standard 

and special equipment,  giving all tolerances for final adjust- 

ment during assembly,, 

(7) One complete set of up-to-date,   correct and le^bly repro- 

ducible casting drawings for all cast component  parts of the 

machine and its standard and special equipment. 

(8) One complete set  of white prints of all casting drawingB 

mentioned in (7)  above,  containing clear pattern manufacturing 

data such as parting lines,  yiositions and sizes  of core prints 

and chills,  and machine allowances 

(9) Two sets of photographs,  one positive and one negative,  of all 

major cast components,   showinC the open moulds without oores, 

the open moulds with oores in position and the castings oleaned 

but with all runners,   risers and gates still  in position. 

The same comments m de earlier in regard to the quality and 

completeness of drawings,  ar well as to the language and system of 

measurements to be applied in the transfer of design know-how, would 

also be valid for the transfer of manufacturing know-how.   In addition, 

the following observations are considered to be important  for the oom- 

prehensive and smooth transfer of manufacturing know-how. 

Operation layouts 

The prinoipal documents are the operation layouts aa »peoified 

under (4) above.  They should oontain complete information about the 

machines,  jig«, fixtures, dies,  moulds, standard and special tools 

and gauges as well as all other manufacturing aids used by the licen- 

sor in the manufacture of each individual oomponent. Suoh operation 
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layouts are usually available with the licensor either in the form of 

a card-index,   or more frequently in the form of master schedules to be 

selectively duplicated as actual working papers required  in the internal 

organization,  ranging from material requisitions to individual wage 

accounts.   Lack of space on the various working papers often necessitates 

the use of aymbols in the master schedules,   for which a comprehensive 

key or glossary must be provided by the licensor for decoding and ex- 

plaining the symbolB 

Intermediate dimensions 
An important information to be contained in the operation lay- 

outs are intermediate manufacturing dimensions and tolerances,   indi- 

cating the machining allowances for subsequent operations,   such as 

finish-machining after rough-machining of castings,  or grinding after 

heat treatment of steel components.   These  intermediate dimensions can- 

not be entered into the drawings of the components as  specified under 

(I),  above,  which give only the final dimensions and tolerances.  Most 

operation layouts contain also optimum speeds and feeds to be applied 

by the machine operators in the shops,   since machining times for piece 

rate payment are based on these data.. 

Operation times 

The operation times to be contained in the layouts constitute 

sometimes a major point of dispute in licensing negotiations    The 

setting,   machining and fitting times,  usually provided as standard 

times in foreign factories as the basis for the piece rate system, 

are considered to be a trade secret and many licensor, are reluctant 

to reveal them. Nevertheless,  the licensee would find these timings 

most valuable, when comparing the efficiency of his own labour with 

that of foreign workers.  The foreign standard times could also be 

used as the basis for a monthly productivity bonus,  by setting them 

against the actual time taken by his workers.  If at all  possible, 

therefore, he should insist on obtaining detailed standard times for 

the individual operations as they are performed at the licensor's 

works. 

Drawing» of Manufacturing aiai 

The drawing« of many of the manufacturing aids sp«cifi*d under 
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(5)  above,   may not be directly usable by the licensee    In fact,   many 

of these tools and aids will  have to be adapted to his machines,   for 

the latter are only rarely  identical with the licensor's machines. 

Moreover,   many operations,   or  even whole processes,   r.vay have to be 

completely altered because of the differences  in manufacturing equip- 

ment  or the non-availability of special machines    However,  a fair 

number of the drawings as used by the licensor wivl be very helpful 

in the designing of new tools and aids for the licensee's own operations 

and processes,  But the quality of these drawings must not necessarily 

be the same as that of the component drawings specified under (l) 

above.   If,   for example,   the  licensor had only pencil   tracings available 

for his  jigs and fixtures,   new drawings to be made  in ink for the licen- 

see would then be at the  latter's expense,  and this  might not be worth 
the cost 

Assembly drawings andjto1 er;anc e s 

Similarly,  the special  assembly drawings specified under (6) 

above,   may not be readily available with the licensor    Here,  again,   it 

would be a question of economy,  whether to insist  on them or not.   If 

the assembly instructions and schedules provide a sufficiently clear 

enough impression of the know-how involved,  then special assembly 

drawings may not be necessary.   But  it is most  essential that the licensee 

Bhould know all about admissible limite for intermediate and final ad- 

justments,  to be made during assembly;  if assembly drawings are not 

available,  then these limits and their tolerances will have to be 

communicated separately 

Specification of foundry know-how 

Two different methods have been specified under (7),   (8) and (9) 

for the transfer of foundry know-how,   i.e.  by means  of casting drawings 

as well as photographs    Tf special casting drawings are not available, 

copies of drawings of machined cast components as specified under (l) 

above,may be used, with machining allowances and pattern manufacturing 

data entered separately on each of them   Occasionally special pattern 

J drawings will be available with the licensor;  these may then replace 

I the oasting drawings specified under (7) and (8)  above    The photographs 

•peoified under (9) have proved very useful in praxis for communicating 
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the casting methods used in foreign foundries;  in particular,  know-how 

regarding locations and dimensions  of runners,  risers,   gates and chills 

can be very economically conveyed this wny 

Material and_tr eat ment  specif i cat ions 

Finally, one set of documents is still required to complete the 

know-how, i e a list of materials and their treatment; these belong 

partly to design, but also to manufacturing know-how. Their specifi- 

cation is suggested as follows: 

(10)  One complete and up-to-date list together with complete spe- 

cifications,   of all raw materials required for the component 

parts  of the machine and its standard and special equipment, 

as well as procedures and prescriptions for the heat treat- 

ment  of all ferrous materials used by the licensor in his 

works, 

This  specification would not cover the treatment of non- 

ferrous material, but these might he included in the operation layouts, 

wherever applicable,  Similarly;   details of plating and painting oper- 

ations,  as well as specifications of requisite auxiliary materials, 

might be either included in the operation layouts or specified se- 

parately 

Aoouracy standards 

In regard to testing methods and accuracy standards for machine 

tools, no separate specification will be necessary,  since they are 

laid down in ISO standards    But  it  should be noted that the limits 

mentioned therein are maximum deviations which are usually surpassed 

by substantially better results.   Therefore,  the licensee would be well 

advised to ask for the average actual measurements achieved by the 

licensor    In any case,  detailed test methods and desirable test results 

in regard to accuracy,  performance and efficiency roust be specified for 

other industrial products,  for which general standards have not been 

established and published 

Additional know-how 

The extent to which a lioensor is bound to pass on information 
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regarding later amendments of design or improvements of manufacturing 

technique that may take place during the course of the agreement is 

sometimes disputed. Unless otherwise specified, the licensee is not 

entitled to such information» because he will normally have bought the 

know-how as and to the extent available at the time of concluding the 

agreement, Any general specification regardir,? the supply of future 

additional know-how is normally of little avail, since the licensor may 

easily evade the issue by claiming that it concerns a new product line. 

If the agreement shall provide for a continuous exchange of know-how, 

it is essential to include a corresponding clause in the contract, 

2*4- Limitations of know-how specification 

However, as explained earlier, it is not economically feasible 

to transfer in documentary form all the manufacturing know-how that 

may be required by the licensee The specifications under (l) - (lO), 

above, are quite comprehensive and the licensor may have to charge a 

substantial fee for compiling information, which he cannot readily 

produce from his records. Thus the licensee will have to decide in 

some oases which is the more economic to insist on receiving the in- 

formation or to manage without it. 

Further, it should be fully understood that the above-mentioned 

specifications of documentation for the smooth and comprehensive trans- 

fer of design and manufacturing know-ho do not imply any criteria re- 

garding the quality or suitability of the products themselves to be 

manufactured under the licensing agreement; their selection in regard 

to economy and feasibility of manufacture, as well as to suitability 

for the licensee's market, will be entirely independent of these spe- 

cifications- 

3) Examination of licensing documents 

The numerous licensing documents specified in chapter (2) are 

usually handed over to the licensee's authorized delegate who is 

supposed to sign a receipt acknowledging their completeness. On pre- 

sentation of this reoeipt a major instalment, or even the whole lump- 

sum agreed upon, may be due for payment Thus the delegate has the one- 

rous task of checking the entire documentation pertaining to a oompli- 

a¡a- jmm 
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catéd machine tool or a similar major industrial product,  which is 

not a minor task 

The check-list below indicates various possibilities of a system- 

atic approach to the important question of a comprehensive cross-ex- 

amination of the documents.   Beginning with the lists of parts as a 

basis *  the principal documents - such as component drawings and 

operation iayçuts - are compared one against the other;  thereafter, 

•the principal documents are used to check the completeness, of the 

relevant auxiliary documents    The check-list  is self-explanatory and 

provides all significant  cross-references;  it will be equally useful 

to the licensor,  for compiling the documentation. 

It  is hardly feasible for the delegate to check the correctness 

of the numerous documents.   Only later,  during the practical appli- 

cation of the design and manufacturing know-how at the licensee's 

works will, any mistakes or errore come to light,  Any attempt to 

examine the documents  in this respect at the take-over stage would 

be impractical and,  almost  certainly,   imperfect. 

••'• > 
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r-ffiCK-LlST TOR LICENSING DOCUMENTS 

I 
Checking sequence Description ^J»W 

Dowments to be received 

I 

I 
o A 

- Standard machine 
- Accessories 
- Electro-parts 
- Service tools 

Assembly drawings 
- Standard machine 
- Accessories 
- Electro assemblies 

Component drawings 
- Standard machine 
- Accessories 
- Electro-parts 
- Service tools 

Casting and/or pattern 
drawings 

- Standard machine 
- Accessories 

Operation layouts 
- Standard machine 
- Accessories 
• Standard parts mads 

by Licensor 

Aas^bly Ir».,*-rue Mos* 
. Standard machine 
- Accessories 

Assembly schedules 

Drawings of manuf acturing 
aids for 
- Fabrication 
« Assembly 
- Testing + Inspection 

Standards 
- Licensor's otn works 

standards 
- ISO standards 
- National standards 

' - Suppliers* standards 
- Alignment 4 testing 

standards 

Material specifications 
- Standard machine 
- Accessories 
- ManuTacturing aids 

Origi ,  -4 - 1 set 
Prints       - 1 set 
Sumnarv of lists of parts 
Code of parts« numbering 
Code of drawings' numbering 

Originals - 1 set 
Prints      -1 set 
Summary list of assembly drawings 
Wiring diagrams 

Originals -.1 set 
Prints       - X set 

Catalogues, price lists, 
specifications, standards 

Originals - 1 sat 
Prints - 1 set 
photographs of major castings 

in process, positives and 
negatives 1 set sash 

Prints      - 2 sets, with timings 

Photographs of semi-finlshsd 
components 

Print        - 2 sets     ^ 
Photographs of assembly la 

process • alignment testing 
Alignment + accuracy standards 

Prints      - 2 sets, with ti«i«f» 

Originals - 1 set 
prints      - 1 set 
Ust of manufacturing slds 
Photographs of manufacturing 

aids in use 

Original - Ï sst 
Prints - 1 set 
Prints - 1 sat 
Catalogues, sttppttsrs» 3*afl**s 

price lists 
Accuracy + time standards 

Prints      - 2 sets 
List of materials 
Ust of suppliers 
Standard equivalents 
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4) Remuneration of foreign know-how 

4*1        Design and manufacturing know-how as well as organizational ex- 

perience are valuable assets for which the licensor expects to be duly 

remunerated when he systematically passes them on to a new licensee for 

the latter's  exclusive use.   On the other hand licensees in developing 

countries are usually not prepared to pay much for know-how,   the value 

of which may be generally appreciated,  but only hesitantly acknowledged 

when it  comes to paying for it    Moreover,  new companies in such coun- 

tries often cannot spare much cash for know-how during their early 

stages, 

4 2        Pros arid cons of royalty payment 

Two of the fundamental points to be decided are the size and 

the kind of compensation for the know-how to be aoqaired in a licensing 

agreement.   There are two types of remuneration which are often applied; 

one is a fixed lumpsum payment upon transfer of the know-how and/or 

speoified instalments at stipulated dates thereafter;  the other is a 

proportionate  licence fee or royalty,  representing a percentage of 

the value of the products manufactured and sold under the licensing 

agreement and usually payable after the sales have been ejected.   The 

licenses often prefers the latter type of payment,  mainly because it 

involves less disbursement durirg the financially stringent  establish- 

ing period of his new undertaking.  He will probably also assume that 

it will induce the licensor to give him continued assistance in 

aohieving satisfactory produotion and sales at an early date. Never- 

theless,  these assumptions often contain pitfalls, 

As payment in the form of royalties constitutes an inoome for 

the lioensor in the licensee's country,   it will be taxable,  a faot 

which,  surprisingly,  is often overlooked   It could even be taxed twioe, 

onoe in the licensee's country and again in the licensor's.   The usually 

more experienced lioensor tries to avoid these pitfalls by specifying 

in the agreement royalties 'free of taxes' but this stipulation,  if 

aocepted,  oould have considerable consequences for the licensee!  he 

will have to pay the licensor's income tax on the gross amount; if 

for example a net rate of 3 per cent 'free of taxes'  is agreed upon 

and the tax rate in his oountry's progressive income-tax scale amounts 

to 50 per cent, the licensee will have to pay not merely 3 per cent 
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plus 50 per cent taxes thereon, but 6 per cent, half of which repre- 

sents taxes to he paid to hxs local revenue authorities. Furthermore, 

under the stipulation «free of taxes' the licensor will also be en- 

titled to have all taxes in hi* own country paid on this particular 

income, since he is to receive 3 per cent net Assuming that the in- 

come will be taxed a further 50 per cent in the licensor's country, 

the licensee will have to pay altogether 9 or may be even 12 per cent 

of the sales value!7, in order to arrive at the 3 per cent net demanded 

by the licensor. 

Moreover, the rates of both taxes may be determined by the licen- 

sor's total income in both countries, not only by the income from the 

particular agreement. If, for example, the licensor has additional in- 

come in the licensee's country, e.g. from operations other than those 

covered by the specific licensing agreement, the tax rate to be applied 

will depend on his total amount of income-, since tax authorities usually 

do not permit the separation by source. If a steeply progressing rate 

of taxation is in force, the unfortunate licensee might well have to 

pay as muoh as 15 or 20 per cent instead of 3 per cent. 

Payment in the form of a lumpsum is normally not considered to be 

an income for the licensor in the licensee's country; under most tax 

laws any lump-sum payment will be treated as the financial outcome of 

a Bales and purchase agreement, with know-how traded as commodity. The 

licensor probably will have to pay taxes on the lump-sum in his country 

as part of his total incomeî but he may lighten the impact of such ex- 

traordinary income under a progressive tax schedule by agreeing to re- 

ceive the fixed sum in instalments over several financial years. This 

l/mther the net or the gross income may be taxed, depending on the 
tax regulations in the licensor's country. 
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method is likely to suit  the  licensee,  who  may not be  inclined to pay 

the full lump-sum before any earnings are yielded by the arrangement.!/ 

As will be seen from these various considerations,   payment  in the form 

of a lump-sum,  sub-divided in various annual   instalments,   is as a rule, 

the most favourable arrangement; whereas  royalties  ar<   likely to in- 

crease the cost of the  license products and to decrease the benefits 
for both partners 

Royalties may involve yet another pitfall  for the licensee.   Licen- 

sors frequently insist  on the periodic payment  of specified minimum 

royalties irrespective  of actual sales,   Usually the amounts are agreed 

upon in a gradually rising schedule,  lesser sales bein*ç assumed during 

the initial years and a constant figure thereafter -'   If an optimistio 

licensee,  unaware of the delaya and obstacles  on the road to capacity 

production and sales,   agrees to a too rapid rise  in minimum levels,  he 

may well have to pay an unreasonable rate of royalties during the de- 

velopment period, when he can least afford  it 

Again,, in the event  of unexpectedly  larpe sales - due for example 

to unforseen political  or emergency circumstances and not so much to 

the foreign know-how - the licensor would obtain far more remuneration 

than justified. 

'Sometimos, taxation is dependent on the place of transmittal of the 
lioensing doouments;   if this occurs in the licensor's country, the 
amount paid by the licensee at that time maj  be taxfree in the latter1» 
country, But if the documents are officially nanded over in the lioen- 
aee's ocmntry against a lump-sum. income as well as business taxes 
may be levied tHere.  Usually it is advisable for the doouments to be 
?hi    f   ràf*611 ovS5 !r licensor's place of business and to have 

o 
--/ Tne licensor's main reason for this stipulation is to ensure a mini- 

mum return on his know-how. In the event of insufficient utilization 
of the exclusive manufacturing and selling rights rendered to the 
licensee, whether through inoapability,  neglicenoe or intention, the 
lioensor would suffer a potential loss if no minimum royalties were 
fixed in advance 
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+  in lumtv-sum instalments would be preferable 
TM ni+her case payment  m lump-sum J.I«> In either cas     PV compensation 

for the licensee,  and the licensor would still 
lib he had considered editable when concluding the agreement. 

Koyalty Piments often involve a, element  of ^li*  - odd* 

of .hich would be even for both parties  if no minimum royal      s w 
j A „timilRtion of minimum levels, we involved   But with the one-sided stipulation 

!aws of probability preolude substantial gains for the 

as a rule, he will he the loser 

It is certainly possible to ensure the same fintai net value 
v   -v,„ +hP tow forms of compensation,   i.-o,  an 

for the lioensor by co.hin.ns the tew for ^ ^ 

initial lump-sum plus suhse.-n.ent royalties.  He may eve 
inlt.al lump-       P travelling, negotiations and the 
carnation, for his expen dccumentation could he 

„pecia! services ~^^°    ^ Ld,  the royalties expected to 
covered hy the XumP-eum.  *   thet e^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

"«» f• ih° agreren   ""    12ly he more advantageous for hoth 
sum payment hy instalments will probably 

1/ partners. - 

If a licensee .«etimes prefers to pay royalties,   it is mainly 

v . of an assumed -community of interest-   in the quality of the 

H       ohe pi!Id on. or in the continuity of advice to he rendered. 
fcnow-how to he passed    ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

H. probably considers that      f t „„„»^ know- 
«««+ cfcmild be incomplete or mcorreci, 

"•"7*17,    hewill have a hetter hold on the licensor, whereas once how inadequate,  he will h ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ 

a lump-sum has been paid, or tixeo i r„_ther 
LreêTupon, the licensor .ay he le« inclined to render any further 
agreed upon,   -»- „Ä„11T.4+V is illusory since 
rfvloe or assistance   However, this assumed security is    11- W 

royalties a!sc fall due at specified interval a refusal, not       pay 

J. percentage agreed upon wouid not be tenable, iegally 

fc best guarantee   of continue assise. 1. for the *.partie. 

to »tually agree that a percentage of the 1«^ or o   the   n^ 
Lw-. .houid be withh.U for a period of on. year, this will pro- 

M. Lie time for the licensee to point out any defects and de- 
vid« ample tine ior licm.OT to make the necessary 
fioienci.. in the document., and for the licensor 

tot rapati»„cfrtaSU affiedvalueHf0SMbSS8- 
s pro»»»., ^iS^Handarî^S suppîied by theTW 

....„•ii...  ooiponent.,  Purol,î,,ï.0r„î«uTrovaltv payable on effected 
55 Suit be deducted: -h« gä^if1^ fîj? thosfoomponent. prjcuryd 
iF^LcenSrhidrfrindSSnaSntnAh. licensor, are to be tak« In- 
to aocount- 
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amendments or additions 

If royalty payments have been agreed upon, the licensor has hard- 

ly any control c/«r the actual sales materializing from the agreement. 

Therefore, it is frequently stipulated that a neutral person, such as 

a chartered accountant, will inspect the licensee's hooks at regular 

intervals in order to assess the amount to bo paid The effect of this 

control may be as negative, as the licensee's dislike for the instru- 

ment itself. Here again, mutually agreed instalments would appear to 

be the more appropriate solution 

4"4* Capitalization of know-how 

Another method of compensation occasionally applied, is to capi- 

talize the value of the know-how by investing it in the new undertaking; 

payment is then arranged either by way of equity in the form of oommon 

or preferred stock issued to the licensor, or in the form of debentures 

or bonds bearing fixed interest., Bonds and debentures may be made con- 

vertible for later optional exchange into stock, The earnings from 

such stock or bonds, however, are usu- lly taxable in the licensee's 
1/ 

as well as in the licensor's country.-' Nevertheless, the advantages 

of capitalization can be manifold for both partners, particularly if 

convertible bonds are used as instrument of payments Whereas common 

stock or even preferred stock might not yield very much during the 

first year of a new undertaking, the licensor would receive a guaranteed 

minimum return on bonds during this period. Later, after the new 

company was firmly established and dividends on common stock exoeeded 

the fixed return on bonds, the licensor might exchange them for oommon 

•took; he would then benefit from increased earnings as well as from 

the growing value of his contribution in the form of know-how. 

V Dividends on equity are taxfree in many developing oountries, owing 
to the promotional privileges granted to new undertakings; also tax 
holidays or reduoed taxes are often granted to new undertakings and 
particularly to foreign investors, mainly for capital participation. 
Earnings (interest) from bonds or debentures are occasionally also 
exempted from income and other taxes in foreign countries. 
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But the capitalization of know-how is usually only practicable 

if the licensor simultaneously contributes in other forms to the now 

undertaking,   for example, by participating in the equity,   or by pro- 

viding a n, ,or portion of the d«bt  finances,  say,   in the form of capital 

equipment under deferred paynent  over a long period.   Such major parti- 

cipation will sometimes induce  the  licensor to agree to contribute 

know-how against  a token payment  only,   as he will be  equally interested 

in avoiding the  over-valuation of know-how in a  joint venture in which 
1 / he is a partner or a financer,- 

Por the licensee,  the advantages of capitalizing know-how in the 

form of common stock are obvious.   Burdensome cash payments will be 

avoided before and during the new venture's gestation period when 

finances are scarce,  and he will  only have to pay dividends on equity, 

the earningB of the company permitting   Whereas royalties are based 

entirely on turnover and must be paid even when sales are not yielding 

any profits,   dividends depend mainly on the company's earnings and are 

thus more easily paid   Even if the directors decide to re-invest the 

Urnings and not to pay dividends,   the licensor's securities will pro- 

bably gain in value    A further advantage is that,   as a partner the 

licensor is genuinely interested in the profitability of the under- 

taking and will  do his utmost to provide the required quality of know- 

how and advice in order to ensure optimum earnings    Capitalization of 

the know-how in the form of equity is the sur3st way to secure optimum 

collaboration in a lioensing agreement. 

The potential benefits arising for the licensor are less obvious; 

the mere provision of know-ho will normally not permit the measure of 

minimum control which is essential to safeguard his rights. However, 

in the event of a joint venture,   involving additional investment by 

1/ The two fundamental postulates in attracting a foreign licensor to 
participate in the equity of a licensee's undertaking are Jonest 
hunting and open books.  Lack of legislation or imperfect control, 
^ÎSin^tnToocasicnal habit of a second set of books for tax 
pSrpoteif mlm capital participation unattractive and impracticable. 

y^^^HMNHÉril ¡•nüattttM ¡M mm 
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the licensor,   payment  for know-how   in the form of stock or bonds  is 

an approved  method;   such an arrangement will  definitely be to the mutual 

advantage  of both partners    The main advantage  is  that  the value of 

the know-how will  increase with  the  anticipated rapid  growth of the 

new undertaking.   This  consideration  is  likely to have special  appeal 

for the  licensor if the know-how brought  in by  hi »a is   in any case being 

superseded at  his  own works by  more advanced designs  and methods    The 

full re-utilization of such retiring know-how in a developing country, 

promising rewards similar to those  formerly experienced at  home,  will 

certainly present  considerable attraction. 

4  5    Ç^ffi^saj^içjij^hrou^^mraMje^ purchases 

Yet  another method  if providing compensation for know-how  is the 

licensee's guaranteed purchase of products,  components,   material and/ 

or standard parts to be supplied by the licensor,  under a special con- 

tract or as stipulated in the licensing agreement    The profits from 

these supplies are considered to form part of the payment  for the know- 

how    Various arrangements are known to have been successfully made for 

this purpose-  Frequently,   prudent  entrepreneurs  in developing countries 

prefer to commence the domestic manufacture of sophisticated engineering 

products "by backward integration    Starting with the assembly of im- 

ported components and onlj   gradually taking up the manufacture of, 

initially,   simpler parts,   they carefully develop the necessary skill 

and technology  for the economic production of more complicated com- 

ponents.   Or,   in a different approach,  they first select those components 

for economic domestic manufacture which are most suited to the circum- 

stances,   such as labour-intensive parts to be made by low-wage workers; 

or because certain primary materials are available in the country at 

low cost;  or some special skills have already been developed by tra- 

ditional trades; or again, because certain ancillary industries have 

already been established in oonnexion with other products    In any 

event,  suoh gradual commencement of a new production usually permits 

foreign lioensors to supply substantial quantities of more intrioate 

and, therefore, valuable components over considerable periods.  These 

supplies naturally entail profits for the licensor,  especially if he 

is also appointed as the licensee's purchasing agent for standard 

parts made at low cost by specialized manufacturers,  or for speoial 

parts, suoh as electric instruments or high-pressure pumps.  The profits 
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accruing from those nupplien  should   be taken  into  account  when nego- 

tiatiug a  1 i cens in¿^ agreement ,   Bine--   they  often   i onstituti    a sub- 

stantial   benefit     W  would   be   unfair   toward the-   li conci    to consider 

such  supplies  avfir  fairly  Ion,"   periods  as   \ kind   of  extended  tradii, 

beyond  arid  apart   from the lu-Hiianir   agn-ment ,   as   they   are   usually 

only   feasible  in  oonnoxior   witli  or   -in ->  consequence  ot    UH   agreement 

It   is  more   difficult to  . v.-ilu.-t*    the  potentini   profit.-  which the 

licensor might   possibly  gain   from   exporting increasing  quantities  of 

his   non-licensed   products and   bvin-   thei;i traded  with   the   help of the 

licensee,   once  the  latter'^  3'lis   organization han  become  established 

This   potential   benefit  should  tn>r\ io lly  b.   considered   as   a   bonus  to   be 

shared,   since  it   provide» benefits   for both parties     But   potential   im- 

port   of non-licenced  product-,   which often will   be  possible  only with 

the  licensee's  help,   frequently  constitutes n  substantial  attraction, 

a point which  can well be brought   out   in licensing negotiations    Many 

minor assembly   operations in developing countries   have  bien  established 

by  foreign licensors merely to keep a  foot  in the  door  and  to ensure 

oontinued import  of their products 

Sometimes   a licensee in  -in   industrially developing country may 

acquire foreign know-how for his  n«>w undertaking completely  free of 

charge,   provided  he guarantees  a  minimum sale;  in his  country of the 

licensor's  products    For example,   the  licensor may   realize that  further 

exports of some  of his standard   producte  into the   licensee's country 

will  no longer be possible    owing  to the  introduction  there  of import 

quotas or increased import  duties,   designed to protect  the newly 

established domestic manufacture     In these circumstances,   Hi   may well 

be  interested  in retaining at  least   part of the Market   for some time 

J A delicate subject in licensing negotiations  is the advance stipu- 
lation* of prices to be charged by the lioensor for  future supplies, 
particularly  for proprietary or  patent-protected  items not procurable 
•Isewhere    The ttandard solution to thia problem is a comprehensive 
prioQ-list  of parts, to be provided with the  licensing doouaentation. 
Any aajor deviation would then call for a full  explanation 
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-assembli By supplying  initially complete  CIC1>-1//- packs  or s 

afterward«  certain intricate components to complement domestic pro- 

duction,   ho  could possibly do bettor business than his previous imports 

of complet,   products had been  in the face of  fierce competition with 

many other«     Moreover,  the undertaking now licensed to manufacture some 

of his standard products may well be used as a vehicle to import .and 

distribute  other,  non-1ioenned and less protected products of his make. 

Particularly,   if original  trade connexions develop into such domestic 

licence manufacture in an industrially developing country,  an agreement 

along these  lines serves more or less as a natural continuation of 
previous  trading 2/ 

Occasionally,   foreign manufacturers  supply free know-how plus 

manufacturing and selling rights of one specific product as tonus for 

guaranteed  minioum sales of their other»  non-licensed products in a 

developing country    A common method of ensuring minimum purchases by 

the licensee within stipulated periods is to impose a proportional 

penalty,   if orders fall short  of the agreed value    Alternatively,  a 

lump-sum equal to the value of the know-how is stipulated in principle, 

against which a specified percentage of the actual purchases will be 

credited,   after supplies have been effected and payment has been re- 
ceived by the  licensor 

The licensor's main advantage arising from this method of com- 

pensation is the occurence that the relevant revenue is normally free 

of income tax in the licensee's country and also that it is not taxable 

a« extraordinary income in his own country.   For the licensee,  it has 

the added advantage of a reliable source of supply,   in regard mainly 

to adequate quality, but also in regard to delivery,  credit and an 

understanding of his needs. 

CKD • completely knocked down 7, 
2/ 
- Reputable machine tool manufacturers have "been known to surrender, 

frse of charge,  the entire design and manufacturing know-how of some of 
their standard aaohines against a licensee's guarantee to buy, within 
three years,  components equivalent to about fifty oomplete machines.  Pre- 
viously they had sold about ten amohines per year, and they oould fore- 
see that  this share would disappear altogether,  if they allowed domestic 
produ tion to be established with the aid of a competitor   They decided, 
therefore,   to secure the regaining share of the aarket for themselves 
in offering their know-how free of oharge,  and were thus able to further 
is^ort components the value of which exoeeded the previous annual average. 
In addition they enjoyed the support of their licensee's growing organ- 
isation in the sale of other non-lioensed,  special machines 
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4.6    Community_ of interests arising f rom various componsation methods 

A brief comparison of a possible community of interesta may be 

helpful in assessing the pros ojid cons of the various forms of com- 

pensation 

If a more royalty payment  is arre ed upon,  withouth  any fixed lump- 

sum or purchase of components,  the licensor's main aim will be maximum 

sales,   not  optimum earnings at  the licensee's undertaking    This  is only 

natural,   since royalties will  increase with growing sales,  whereas 

higher profits  may discourage additional  sales    Similarly,   if the 

licensor can sell substantial  amounts of components,   he will certain- 

ly not be too keen to advise the licensee on how to make  them.   Again 

his predominant target will be maximum sales of the  licensed product 

together with maximum supplies over long periods;  hi3  only concern in 

the success  of the licensed undertaking will be to secure payment for 

his supplies, 

If,   on the other hand,  the licensor is relying on payment by in- 

stalments,   his interest will mainly extend to the new undertakings 

sustained capability to pay all subsequent instalments.   The same goal 

probably would be pursued by him in the case of high minimum royalties 

to be paid in stipulated periods., 

Capitalized know-how,   repaid with common or preferred stock,  is 

likely to secure maximum co-operation toward optimum earnings for the 

licensed company,  since the value of the 3hares held by the licensor, 

as well as the dividends paid thereon,  will grow with the earning' 

power   The same support will prevail in the case of convertible bonds, 

but probably in a less speculative and more security-oriented manner. 

Non-convertible bonds,   and especially non-convertible unsecured deben- 

tures, will  induce the lioensor to play safe in every respect; his 

main objective will then be a reasonable earning power to ensure pay- 

ment of interest 

If the licensor's trade name is involved, his concern for optimum 

quality is  likely to override the licensee's desire for rapid initial 

profits. An appropriate quality of licence products,  however, will 

likely provo to be more profitable for the licensee,  too,  in the long 

run. 

m ^mmmtimma 
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The foregoing considerations clearly show that the various methods 

of compensation can give rise to distinct,  and sometimes contradictory, 

trends of interest    Therefore,  a combination of the various ways and 

means of compensation mentioned before is advisable to ensure optimum 

co-operation    In praxis,  however.,   usually only two or three of them 

are used in one contract,   to reimburse the licensor's expenditure and 

to pay for the value of the know-how 

4 7    As.s.6S.s.^eJn.\.ofj?pw-how value 

It goes without saying that the licensor's genuine technical ser- 

vices must be wholly reimbursed with a reasonable margin of profit,   and 

his expenses for compiling the documents and similar activities must 

be fully refunded   But remuneration for the know-how itself as an asset 

should be carefully evaluated,  before concluding a licensing agreement. 

The goodwill or potential value of know-how can often be assessed 

fairly accurately and expressed in monetary terms    One way of ascer- 

taining the approximate market value is to compare the offers of various9 

oompeting licensors;  another is to estimate the hypothetical development 

cost of the know-how at the licensee's own design offices and workshops, 
1 / with the aid of foreign experts and advisors -'   A third possibility is 

to obtain quotations from engineering consultants experienced in this 

specific field,  for the development of new designs and operation* ' 

layouts    In all these cases,  the total estimated net earnings,  accruing 

to the licensor from the proposée  agreement,  must be balanced against 

the market value thus assessed    If such earnings are estimated to 

exoeed the approximate market value, more adequate terms and conditions 

must be negotiated -' 

Adequate attention must be paid also to the value of the possible 

organisational advioe to be rendered by the lioensor,  in addition to 

the know-how; this component of a licensing agreement oan be of ut- 

most impórtanos, as already stressed in the introduction to this 

paper. Further, the licensor's previous experience,  if any, with similar 

projects in developing oountries would be of value not only in ensuring 

a smooth transfer of the know-how but also in assessing thè lioensea*s 

likely needs, 

Certainly the reputation of the licensor must be fully taken into 

aooount,  if the lioensee is to be permitted to use his trade-name.  This 

T7—W  _/   + _/   see following page. 
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image radiating from a reputable foreign name can be decisive for the 

acceptance of the licensee's new products in both the domestic and new 

export markets; it can easily constitute all the difference between an 

eaily business success or failure. 

Lastly, the foremost qualifier. : i on of any licensing agreement is 

mutual confidence Perfect technical specifications and fool-proof 

legal provisions cannot make up for lack of faith, 

37  
Suoh an estimate would be of little use for actual implementation, 
•ino« the experts appointed for this purpose would likely not be in 
» position to exeoute the task to the licensee's satisfaction, 

- Ta« lioensor often approaches the problem from the other end, by e«ti- 
•ating the licensee's probable sales »nd the resultant anticipated pro- 
fit»! *he «TOSS remuneration is then expected to form a reasonable share 
of th« profits thus estimated, 

--ftam-»— • 






